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Overview 
This major release features modernizations to the core renderer focused on high-performance 
interactive rendering, along with new bridges for Autodesk Maya, Foundry’s Katana, and 
SideFX Houdini. The impressive advancements in interactive workflows are possible through a 
complete rewrite of the scene graph, along with an extensive cleanup and reduction of the code 
base by 30%. Additionally, many new features have been added for the creation of new kinds of 
imagery and effects, including new workflows for artists and enhanced pipeline tools, allowing 
studios to revisit how they create CGI. Here is a summary of the major areas of improvement. 
 

● Performance – Faster, more memory efficient, and less time to first pixel. 
● Interactivity – Live rendering is now a reality, allowing RenderMan to be used in all 

stages of the pipeline, from modeling to lighting. Experience immediate visual feedback 
as you edit geometry, hair, simulations, animation, shaders, lights, and more.  

● Artist Tools – Complete rewrites of the bridge products for Maya, Katana, and Houdini 
provide an updated user experience, complementing the faster interactivity on the 
backend.  (Note: Houdini bridge to ship with 22.1.)  

● Pixar Technology – More technology is coming to RenderMan direct from Pixar 
production, including a new integrator for advanced light transport (Pixar Unified), as well 
as tools for better Pipelines with the initial groundwork for support of Pixar’s USD 
(Universal Scene Description). 

 

Performance 
The overall performance of RenderMan has been significantly improved. The following statistics 
reflect the key areas of improvement for version 22, as benchmarked on production assets 
during beta testing. As always, results will vary depending on the scene.  
 

● Faster Overall — 10% to 2x  
● Memory Reduction — 10% to 30% 
● Time to First Pixel — From 20% to 10X 
● New Ray Tracing Core — Pure tracing 3X 
● Light Discovery — Large numbers of lights render 25% faster 
● Curve Rewrite — From 2x to 6x faster & less memory 
● Particle Improvements — 2X faster & 30% less memory 
● Better Sampling — Convergence looks better, earlier 

 
 
 



Interactive 
RenderMan now supports “live rendering” at every stage of the pipeline, providing fluid feedback 
for fast artist iteration. Interactive shading and lighting are faster and much more robust, while 
entirely new kinds of interactive edits are now possible, including modeling, animation, 
grooming, LPE authoring, and more … all within a live render. These dramatic improvements to 
interactive workflows enable new kinds of collaboration throughout the filmmaking process, and 
are set to potentially transform traditional pipelines. Here are some examples of what live 
rendering can deliver: 
  

● Adjust the thickness of a drinking glass during a live render to get the refraction perfect.  
● See how the wrinkles of a character react to subsurface scattering as you model. 
● Improve your layout by using master lighting setups while building sets. 
● Dial in depth of field, bokeh, and other camera effects during a live render, like using a 

real camera 
● Render while animating to see your character’s performance in the context of the lighting 

for the real shot 
● Adjusting thousands of lights on production sized scenes in a live render. 
● During a live render, view specific LPEs and make edits to create a specific output 
● Use the AI Denoiser from NVIDIA during your interactive renders to more quickly see 

converged results. (upcoming feature after 22.0) 
● Tweak the height or pattern of a displacement, and see it update like magic. (upcoming 

feature after 22.0) 
 
All of these interactive rendering features allow you to quickly see how artistic choices affect 
your image, and taken together, they allow you to rethink your pipeline. By rendering 
everywhere, improve studio collaboration and make faster decisions to deliver amazing projects. 
Work without limits.  
 

Artist Tools 
Each bridge product has been rewritten to provide an optimal user experience for always-on live 
rendering. Time to first pixel is now much faster because the plugins make direct API calls into 
the render ... no need to export scene data to disk, no more waiting for RIB generation. 
Additionally RenderMan’s Preset Browser is now supported by all three bridges, which makes 
sharing assets (lights and shaders) between DCCs simple, and RenderMan’s Image Tool (it) 
has been overhauled to deliver the fastest interactivity possible. Here are a few bridge 
highlights: 
 

RenderMan for Maya 
● Run RenderMan inside Maya’s Viewport. 
● New user-friendly GUI for improved artist experience. 
● Self-configuring installation with multi-version support. 



● Instanced lights. 
● Per-parameter presets. 
● String substitution preview. 
● Comprehensive Python API 
● Edit SeExpr & OSL in scene with syntax highlighting. 
● Arbitrary Variables via Tokens 

 
RenderMan for Katana 

● Katana 3.0 support. 
● Preset Browser support. 
● New Light Manipulators. 
● Multi-threaded Katana scene graph. 
● Multi-threaded Alembic support. 
● Instanced lights. 
● Light array support. 
● Assign light shaders to geometry. 

 
Note that the new Houdini bridge will be released following SIGGRAPH 2018, but no release 
date has been set. 
  
Pixar Technology 

The Pixar Unified Integrator used by Pixar Animation Studios now ships in version 22, which 
has been used on Finding Dory, Cars 3, Coco, and Incredibles 2. This integrator combines 
multiple types of light transport in a single production-focused tool. Pixar Unified offers both 
unidirectional and bidirectional path tracing which can be controlled on a per-light basis, so you 
get the best of both. Additionally, Pixar Unified delivers state-of-the-art techniques based on 
work from Disney Research for computer learning where indirect light is guided with light paths. 
The Pixar Unified integrator also contains functionality for quickly resolving caustic paths, a 
technique called Manifold Next Event Estimation, allowing caustic paths to resolve much 
quicker. This option allows for creating realistic eyes, essential for achieving  believable digital 
humans. 
 

Pipelines 
In version 22, RenderMan is preparing for the next generation of pipelines by delivering the 
basic groundwork for Pixar’s Universal Scene Description (USD), which is another example of 
more technology developed at Pixar Animation Studios for the challenges of real production. In 
studios where multiple applications are used (such as Maya, Katana, and Houdini), USD files 
can be used as a way to reliably move geometry, materials, and lights transparently across 
applications. Highly efficient, USD files do not have to be expanded in your front-end 
application, allowing your productions to scale upwards and respond to creative demands, while 
also being flexible enough to support conditional edits. General support for USD in the GUI will 



arrive in 22.1 for Linux, advancing and evolving as USD does the same. (USD is currently at 
version 0.8.)  
 

Additional Features  
More features in version 22 include: 
  

● True Opacity — First class opacity for motion graphics and scientific visualization 
without the noise. 

● OpenVDB Updated — Pixar Volume provides more options to enhance performance as 
well as new support for OpenVDB 4. 

● All New Curve Representation — New curve rendering techniques designed around 
ray tracing large amounts of curves while grooming without needing to re-render to see 
changes. Now you can comb, style, and dye without having to wait. 

 

Roadmap  
● RenderMan XPU — Pixar’s solution for CPU and GPU will combine all hardware on a 

single frame to handle scenes of Pixar feature animation complexity. No date for release 
has been set but the goal is to release in mid or late 2019.  

● RenderMan for Houdini — Pixar is working closely with SideFX on the rewrite of 
RenderMan for Houdini, which is expected to ship in the fourth quarter of 2018.  

● Pixar’s USD — This Pixar technology promises to revolutionize pipelines, simplifying 
how assets are handled, and initial support is planned for 22.1, scheduled to ship after 
Siggraph. 

● AI Denoiser — A new interactive AI denoiser from NVIDIA for live rendering in the 
Image Tool (it) is scheduled to ship with 22.1. 

● Bump Roughness — Advanced techniques to capture microfacet detail in surfaces. 
Support for the bridges is expected mid-2019. 

● Aggregate Volumes — A better way of rendering multiple volumes in a scene, 
scheduled for mid-2019. 

 

New Pricing 

The new pricing reflects Pixar's increased commitment to RenderMan, from researching new 
technologies to creating the most production capable renderer available. Pixar's commitment is 
reflected in the fact that the RenderMan team is larger than ever before, and now benefits from 
close relationships with Pixar Research, Pixar's USD Project, Disney Research Zurich, and 
other technology groups within Disney. With the latest release, Pixar introduces some 
outstanding new technology which is a result of these important collaborations. Pixar's goal is to 
continue to create the best technology for animation and VFX. 
 



With the new pricing, RenderMan is now $595 for a perpetual license and $250/year for 
maintenance and support.  A Tractor license is also included. For pricing in the Cloud, please 
see the price list that each Cloud rendering vendor provides. 
 

About Pixar 
Pixar Animation Studios, a wholly owned subsidiary of The Walt Disney Company, is an 
Academy Award®-winning film studio with world-renowned technical, creative and production 
capabilities in the art of computer animation.  The Northern California studio has created some 
of the most successful and beloved animated films of all time, including "Toy Story," "Monsters, 
Inc.," “Cars,” "The Incredibles," "Ratatouille," "WALL•E," "Up," "Toy Story 3,” “Brave,” “Inside 
Out,” and “Coco.” Its movies have won 35 Academy Awards® and have grossed more than $11 
billion at the worldwide box office to date.  “Incredibles 2,” Pixar’s 20th feature, opened in 
theaters on June 15, 2018. 

 
 
 


